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The hall currently has air source
heat pumps and a solar array, the
chargepoints fit perfectly with the
hall’s big focus on improving the
environment.

A CASE STUDY WITH PAUL
WALLACE, CHAIRMAN.
The village hall was built by the community.
Money was saved over a decade, allowing
people to benefit from the hall's excellent
facilities. The hall has a large sports hall that
hosts a range of exercise classes, children's
football, drama classes and singing groups.
On a Monday, the 150-year-old Balderstone
Brass band practice at the village hall,
allowing a range of generations to visit the
hall every week.
"It was agreed by the village hall and the
parish council that chargepoints would be
an excellent solution for local residents,
especially those without access to off-street
parking to charge their current or
prospective electric vehicles at the village
hall. The parish council suggested a site on
the Charge My Street website and we were
“The installation of the chargepoint was excellent,
contacted regarding the installation."
there is a potential for further expansion of
chargepoints in the future, as more people switch to
EVs. This will link in with a potential wind turbine that
the hall is currently looking into, to further their green
credentials”.
The chargepoints were launched in December 2020
and are ready to use by residents or visitors of Mellor.
The chargepoints were installed by BAY EV, a local
installer based in Morecambe as part of the SOSCI
project, funded by Innovate UK.

STUFF TO DO

"There are lots of walks around
Mellor, the Parish Council are
actively trying to improve walking
routes around the area. There are
currently plans to create a 20 mile
looped walk, linking up with other
trails in the local area. The
chargepoints will encourage new
people to the village hall, allowing
them to use our excellent facilities
whilst they charge

THE HALL

"There are lots of walks around
Mellor, the Parish Council are
actively trying to improve
walking routes around the
area. There are currently plans
to create a 20 mile looped
walk, linking up with other
trails in the local area. ”

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: ChargeMyStreet.co.uk

